parts of the world are not available, regrettably). The number of conference papers published by ACM also roughly doubled, from 6,000 to 12,000. How did we respond to this growth in research production? Simple; instead of doubling the size of our conferences we doubled the number of conferences. The number of ACM conferences during this period grew from about 80 to almost 160! We are all aware of the adverse effects of "conference inflation." Instead of serving as community-building events, many conferences have become paper-publishing events, the infamous "journals that meet in hotels." Matching papers and conferences has become more difficult, as reviewers struggle to find reasons to reject papers, such as "the result is too simple." Papers bounce from conference to conference, creating an everincreasing review workload. It is not uncommon to hear of a paper being rejected summarily from one conference only to receive a best-paper award from another conference.
I find this failure to scale extremely ironic considering how much our discipline is about scaling: higher complexity, larger volumes of data, and larger problems. We have built the Internet, which is about to go interplanetary, but we have failed to scale our own institutions. Considered from that perspective, one path forward in the publication-culture debate is to note the growth of the field and resolve to grow our conferences rather than to continue proliferating them. Imagine SIGPLAN, for example, having, say, two large biannual meetings, rather than the 14 conferences SIGPLAN sponsors now.
A bold proposal along these lines is expressed in the Viewpoint "Publish Now, Judge Later" by Doug Terry on page 44 of this issue. Terry starts with the observation that computing-research conferences today face a reviewing crisis with too many submissions and not enough time for reviewers to carefully evaluate each one. The result is the process, meant to identify the papers of the "highest quality," is itself of questionable quality. In fact, there is evidence that while reviewers may reach consensus on the small fractions of the strongest submissions and the weakest submissions, there is no consensus on the main bulk of the submissions, and the final accept/reject decisions are essentially random.
Terry, therefore, proposes an approach where conferences accept any paper that extends the current body of knowledge, as it is extremely difficult to judge the true significance of any new research result. In this approach, a conference publication is not the final publication of a research result, but its first publication. Through discussions and follow-on journal publication, the community will eventually reach judgment on the significance of the result.
The change from "reject as default" to "accept as default" would be a significant change to our publication culture. I do not expect to see such a change be adopted quickly or widely. It would be nice, however, to see one computing-research subcommunity be brave enough to experiment with it. To quote a Chinese proverb, "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step."
Follow me on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter.
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